Enhancing Possibilities
for Education

The Technology
The Samsung Axis solution provides a unique technology that enables education network
operators to securely segment user traffic, even on a shared Wi-Fi network. The technology
enables the dynamic assignment of Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) IDs to students, faculty
and administrators based on their profiles. This unique capability enables the education
network operator to design Wi-Fi networks with a single SSID to maximize usability and to
minimize end-user confusion. Devices that attach to the unified SSID are then placed into
dynamically assigned VLANs based on any strategy that the administrator desires.

Enabling Credential-based VLAN assignment
Every student will be micro-segmented and will be assigned their own individual VLAN, while
administrators and faculty will be placed onto a shared VLAN. This micro-segmentation
deployment strategy prevents students from being able to interfere with and adversely affect
each other in any way (e.g., passive packet sniffing, active client-side attacks, default gateway
DoS, network device spoofing, rogue DHCP services, etc.). This strategy also enables faculty
and administrators to use broadcast-based protocols to gain access to local devices within
the network.

Leveraging LDAP to Empower the Value of
Micro-segmentation
In an effective VLAN assignment strategy, the students can be further micro-segmented—
using the knowledge of their schedule and the classrooms that they are assigned to at a given
time—by integrating that information with the incumbent LDAP directory information and
credentials. Apart from knowing student schedules and classes at any time, this strategy
enables client communication between students who are attending the same class so that they
may use software with local collaboration capabilities or seamlessly connect with common
resources, such as printers, smart boards and digital displays, used within the classroom or
a lab. While it may be possible to use a central server to facilitate simple collaboration, the
shared broadcast domain enables an entirely different set of possibilities. The class scheduleaware assignment of micro-segmented VLANs enables students and faculty to seamlessly
utilize well understood workflows with multi-gigabyte files (e.g., for a film-making class) to
collaborate in ways that would otherwise be impossible.

The Samsung Axis
solution supports
nearly any microsegmentation
assignment strategy
imaginable. The unique
flexibility of credential
and temporally
dependent VLAN
assignments enables
network operators to
deploy L2 separation in
unique ways to support
the specific needs of
education networks.
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